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New generation Lifting System
Towers Efesto

Tower Lift is the easy professional support for truss, audio-light system, usable to
manage great and little events. New generation towerlifts improved for technical
measures and increased functionality, are available to 4 and 5 elements with different
height and capacity. Designed in elementary way, Lifting System familiy's members
make less hard the lifting work and the support:
- The bearfings-winch system  favors a wire stell rope easy scroll that with 6 wire and
metallic core presents a reduced rotation and high-reistanceto breakage and effort.
- The fixed feet wide aperture terminals and stabilizers adjustable in height make the
telescopic pole safe during the work phases. 
- The base, with increased wheels compared to common lifting system, is easly
movable by a reduced developed in the resting phase (closed).

 

 

Security System: more strong, more realiable, more safe 
Efesto trusses present the exclusive Security System . The
plate in aluminum casting with increased connection
and the particular steel incorporated elastic pin, represents
a little-big detail...

Security new products 
Efesto complete our range of security products with steel
wire rope, ratchet load binder, ratchet leasing shackle and
carabiner...

Safety Harness Efesto- Security Efesto
Designed to ensure safety, comfort and freedom of
movements  to users during the different phases of
assembly and disassembly of structures, roof and coverage,
...

CHRISTMAS OFFERS
Efesto launches new elevators in a
very advantageous price for the
product to promote knowledge

S30PS - Plate with stabilizing base
The aluminium plate with stabilizing
plate in offer for all november. 

Horizontes H74D - The walking roof 
Watch the features of horziontes
H74D the walking roof.. STORY    |     DOWNLOAD
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